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The Asian Development Bank (ADB) loan for
Sustainable Coastal Protection and
Management Investment Program for three
Indian states, Goa Karnataka and Maharashtra,
is claimed to bring forth massive changes in
their coastal protection capacity. The $417-
million project claims to implement
economically viable solutions for coastal
instability and protection requirements. Though
on paper, the project promises to be
economically, socially and environmentally
viable, an in-depth evaluation of its
implications and the performance of  earlier
versions of the same project pose a number of
questions.

The loan project suggests Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) projects in coastal
conservation. To mobilize this, the project urges
policy reforms in coastal management resulting
in private ownerships having increased control
over the coast and access to sea. Thus, basically
through the project, ADB is pushing its
liberalization agenda. Proposal for PPP in
coastal conservation should be doubted as a
strategy to open up coast for indiscriminate
investments and to protect private business
interests. The project also includes plans to
develop ports, tourism infrastructure, jetties,
etc., with the aim of  eradicating poverty.
Interestingly, Poverty is defined here in mere
economic terms and the project proponents
assume that poverty alleviation can be achieved
through mere market-driven activities and
reforms.

Taking these observations into account, it is
quite evident that the intention of the project
is not just coastal conservation but also the
promotion of tourism, development of ports
and other industries. This will further privatize
the beaches and deny access to the resources
for fisher folk and marginalized coastal
communities. The suggestion for a new
Shoreline Management Organization (SMO)
with business participation to control and
manage access to sea and shore has serious
implications on local communities. This is a
new strategy to control the access to beach and
sea and will augment the existing conflicts over
resources.

In fact many of  the coastal conservation
measures as suggested in the project have
proved to be unscientific and have failed as they
were implemented in a different project area.
The implantation of unscientific artificial reefs
which has been pointed out in the project has a
story of failure in many parts of the world.
Recently, parts of  the artificial reef  constructed
in Kovalam, Kerala by the New Zealand-based
marine consultancy company ASR limited were
washed ashore. Fisher folk organizations in the
area say that this reef is not yielding the expected
result. Civil society in Kerala is demanding an
independent enquiry on the dubious deals
behind the project and its effectiveness as a
coastal protection mechanism.

The geo-textile tubes, which were installed in
Goa and Candolim for the sake of coastal
conservation, have been found driven out of
the water in a devastated state. It is more
interesting to note that ASR Marine
Consultancy was one of the consultants for the
preparation of  Technical Assistance (TA)
report of the ADB loan project. There is no
wonder that artificial reef is a prime component
in this project. The artificial reef built in
Boscombe, UK by the same company has not
met the desired objectives and the local
government has withheld the partial payment
to the company. Despite the continued record
of failure of this capital intensive and unproven
technology, ADB is pushing state governments
to implement it. Considering this as a sheer
waste of  Indian taxpayers’ money, ADB and
respective state governments should withdraw
all these expensive experiments and instead
consider sustainable solutions for coastal
conservation.

In this context we, ‘KABANI – the other
direction’ and ‘NGO Forum on ADB’, is trying
to facilitate a discussion about this project and
its ill effects. We think this paper will generate
some discussions and debate on the project and
coastal conservation in general.

KABANI Team

Foreword
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Abbreviations
ADB – Asian Development Bank

MoEF - Ministry of  Environment and Forests

IPCC - Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change

GEF – Global Environment facility

UNWTO – United nations World Tourism
Organisation

UNEP – United Nations Environment
Programme

WB – World Bank

PPP – Public-Private Partnership

IFI – International Financial institutions

PRI – Panchayat Raj Institutions

TA – Technical Assistance
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Introduction
The government of India, through the Indian
states of Maharashtra, Goa and Karnataka is
implementing a project titled” India:
Sustainable Coastal Protection and
Management Investment Program” which is a
loan project from the Asian Development
Bank. (Project No. 40156) under its Multi-
tranche Financing Facility.1

The project area comprises 1,100 km of sea
coast and a significant number of estuaries along
the three States of Maharashtra, Goa and
Karnataka. “The Coastal Protection and
Management Project is designed to address the
immediate coastal protection needs through the
implementation of economically viable
protection works using environmentally and
socially appropriate solutions.” However, there
is a clear focus on options such as artificial
reefs, beach nourishments, and dune
management.

The investment cost of the project is estimated
at $417.1 million including taxes and duties of
$34.7 million. The Government of India will
provide the loan proceeds in local currency to
the States of Maharashtra, Goa and Karnataka
under the same terms and conditions as
received from ADB. The state Governments
will bear the foreign exchange risks on the loan.
The project also promises financial and
investment support to increase the ‘economic
value’ or ‘amenity value’ of the coast and
shoreline. These projects also support
development of economic initiatives along
India’s coast and promote the idea of
‘appropriate private sector participation’ in
coastal protection and management.

Coastal protection – An emerging arena
for funding and corruption
India has a coastal line of 7,525 km, almost all
of which are affected by coastal erosion, to
some extent. About 1,500 km or 26% of the
mainland coastline faces serious erosion
problems (Source). In the monsoon seasons, the
issue of  coastal erosion is even more serious.
The impacts of climate change and sea level
rise are also serious threats to coastal regions.
Sea level along the Indian coast has been rising
at the rate of 1.3mm/year and is likely to rise
in consonance with the global sea level rise in
the future (brought about by increasing global
temperature?).

Further projections indicate that the cyclones
are likely to be more intense. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) has confirmed that sea level rise and its
associated impacts are expected through the
21st century and beyond due to human
emissions of  greenhouse gases. The rise in sea
levels as a result of changing climate makes
population living the coastal areas, coastal
resources, and coastal infrastructure highly
vulnerable. The developmental projects such
as jetties, ports, dredged navigational channels,
and destruction of  vegetation on the shoreline
also play a role in sea erosion. Rapid
urbanization of the coast has exacerbated
coastal erosion. The measures to curb these
coastal disasters must begin by restricting these
indiscriminate developments along the coast.
It is true that there must be immediate measures
towards coastal protection. However, it won’t
be wise to resort to sophisticated imported
technologies, and on the other side, neglect
traditional measures of  conservation. As a
proof  to this, it could be observed that most
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1 Source:  http://www.adb.org/Documents/Resettlement_Plans/IND/40156/40156-01-ind-
rp.pdf  <Retrieved on 09/03/11>
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of  the technology-oriented coastal protection
strategies and measures used in India are
ineffective and investment intensive.
Moreover, they often cause further beach and
environment degradation. This could be seen
clearly in the case of the Artificial Reef
constructed along the Kovalam Beach in
Trivandrum, Kerala.

The government is allocating, and sometimes
borrowing, huge funds to prevent coastal
erosion. The 2004 tsunami and other frequent
catastrophes created a sudden awareness about
coastal protection among policy makers. In this
context and with the concurrent climate change
negotiations happening across the globe, more
funds are becoming available for coastal
protection and conservation.  Many
construction companies, consultants and
scientists are taking advantage of this situation
by creating a market for their own ideas and
agenda. Many of these attempts are merely
experiments and have not been proven
successful. Some of the technologies get
adopted from a different corner of the world
in large without being locally tested even in a
small scale.

Coastal conservation is becoming a money-
making business for various interest groups.
There are many coastal conservation/
protection projects already existing all across
India. A Number of new projects are being
launched by availing loan facilities from
International Financial Institutions (IFIs) like
the World Bank (WB) and the ADB. The Global
Environment Facility (GEF) and the
Department for International Development
(DFID) of United Kingdom are currently
working with ADB in coastal protection and

management initiatives in India. Recently, Dr
Robert Kay, principal consultant of  a
consultant firm Coastal Zone Management Pty
Ltd (CZM), was commissioned by the ADB to
assess the suitability of financing options for
the Sustainable Coastal Protection and
Management Investment Program in India for
submission to the GEF.2

The following are some of the existing projects
which directly or indirectly deal with coastal
conservation in India:

WB-assisted $90-million loan project,
Coastal Zone Integrated Management,
which is covering Indian states Gujarat,
West Bengal and Orissa approved in
2009.
ADB-funded project Urban Sector
Investment Project which covers North
Karnataka, amounting to $270 million
approved in 2008.
ADB-funded project Karnataka Urban
Development and Coastal Environment
Project amounting to $145 million,
approved in 2007.
DFID Technical Assistance (TA),
Integrated Coastal Management and
Related Investment Development
worth $250,000, approved in2005
United Nations Development
Programme-funded (UNDP)
Mainstreaming Coastal and Marine
Biodiversity Conservation into
Production Sectors in the Godavari
River Estuary in Andhra Pradesh State
under the India: GEF Coastal and
Marine Program (IGCMP).

5

2 Source: http://www.coastalmanagement.com/main/news/89-news-archive.html
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Artificial reefs a proactive technology or
a false solution?
The ADB loan project “Sustainable Coastal
Protection and Management Investment
Program Phase” includes artificial reef in
Maharashtra, Goa and Karnataka. This project
raises many questions, especially in the context
of  many of  such failed experiments. Artificial
reefs in many places including Kovalam, Kerala
are not proved as a sustainable coastal
protection measure.

ADB is pushing false solutions to coastal areas
to advance their imperialist and liberalized
policies and agenda in the name of coastal
protection and poverty alleviation. They are
making use the vulnerability of the
communities as an opportunity to keep their
vested interests.

The project claims that the introduction of new
technologies for coastal protection will lead to
solutions that will not only protect the coastline
from erosion but enhance income generation
opportunities for communities living near the
affected areas. Previous experiences, however,
show otherwise.

In the project document, the Construction
Company and Department of  Tourism claimed
the reef will attract more tourists for water
sports activities into the region. But the
experience so far clearly reveals that these
claims are false. Coastal engineering
interventions need careful approach as some
existing experiences show that coastal
engineering structures built along the coast

actually augment erosion rather than prevent
it.

There is no scientific evidence suggesting that
the sea will erase the whole land if there is no
protection. An impartial assessment of this
project is urgently needed as public funds are
being wasted and natural resources being
destroyed. Disastrous effects of monsoon
waves in fact can be minimized not by
disturbing the natural process of accretion and
erosion but by widening our beaches. There
may be some objections to this solution as there
is a lot of loss of life and property every year
due to sea erosion, but this is due to our failure
to understand where exactly the sea is and
where the land is.3

What is Artificial/Offshore Reef ?
A multipurpose reef, also commonly known as
an artificial surfing reef or surf reef, is a
structure located offshore designed to induce
wave breaking in a manner that creates a wave
suitable for surfing or body boarding. Artificial
surfing reefs can exist in many different
configurations and be built from a variety of
different materials. To date there have been
fewer than ten attempts to build such a
structure worldwide.4

According to the TA report prepared by ASR
limited for ADB and the Government of India,
a multipurpose reef is an innovation that
provides multiple benefits, particularly coastal
protection and surfing waves. Other benefits
may include sheltered waters inshore for safer
swimming or improved marine ecology on the

6

3 Source: Disappearing beaches of  Kerala : Sherriff  .N.M - CURRENT  SCIENCE, VOL. 92,
NO. 2, 25  JANUARY 2007

4 Source: Fisheries Technologies for Developing Countries, National Academies Press.
http://www.nap.edu/openbook.php?record_id=1024&page=86
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reef. The key purpose of the reef is coastal
protection.

Kovalam Multipurpose Reef  – A Failed
solution?
Kovalam Multipurpose artificial reef  is India’s
first such reef inaugurated in may 2010. This
was constructed utilizing Rs.8 crores (Indian
Rupees 80 million) of  Tsunami Rehabilitation
Project funded by the Planning Commission,
Government of India. The multipurpose reef
was implemented under the disguise of
promoting fisheries, coastal protection,
tranquillity for fishery activity and tourism
potential.

Within a few weeks after its colourful
inauguration, pieces of geo-textile bags, the key
component of the artificial reef, were washed
ashore to Kovalam and nearby beaches. Now
the coastal communities and civil society of
Kerala is protesting and demanding a
comprehensive judicial and scientific enquiry,
as well as a social audit to analyze which
component of the project failed, and evaluate
the overall process of the Artificial Reef
project in Kovalam.

The reef  was constructed by the New Zealand-
based ASR Ltd. Many recent photos show that
the beach erosion in this area was as usual in
monsoon and it had damaged the pathway
constructed in the beach. People from
Kovalam say that this reef is not attracting
surfers to the destination as the promoters
stated in their project objective. This season,
the arrival of tourists to Kovalam has gone
down despite these new constructions and
other infrastructure development.

The multipurpose reef implemented under the
mask of promoting fisheries, coastal protection,
tranquillity for fishery activity and tourism
potential has proved to be an irony. The
fishermen expressed their concern that shore
seine fishing nets were yielding damaged
portions of the artificial reef rather than the
increased fish resources promised to them. The
Tsunami Rehabilitation funds provided by the
Planning Commission of the Government of
India meant for coastal communities was
wasted on tourism infrastructure while needs
of  communities affected by Tsunami still need
to be addressed.

The Reef in UK

7

5 Source: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sport/othersports/surfing/7735759/3m-Boscombe-
artificial-reef-produces-wrong-kind-of-waves.html

The recent artificial reef in UK, the first
of  its kind in Europe, constructed by
ASR Ltd. is receiving many brickbats for
not yielding the promised results. An
official report from the area concluded
that this £3-million reef built on the
Dorest Coast is producing the wrong kind
of  waves. Locals of  the region have been
complaining for months that the quality
of  the surf  is poor. The area council has
withheld a portion of the money payable
to ASR limited and has conducted an
enquiry to review the reef because of its
ineffectiveness.5

Technical Assistance Consultants’
Report
Someone who carefully analyzes the ADB
Sustainable Coastal Protection and
Management project can suspect a fishy
deal in the whole process. It’s not surprising
why artificial reef  was suggest in the project
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as the TA Consultants’ report on the project
for ADB and government of India was prepared
by ASR Ltd.. ASR Ltd. consultants are a
worldwide marine consultancy firm who
specialize in design and construction of
artificial reefs. This company claims that ‘we
are the global leader in the design and
construction of  Multi-Purpose Reefs’ (They
constructed the Kovalam multipurpose reef).

The TA report proposed artificial reefs as a
major coastal protection measure in three
Indian states. This company is promoting
artificial reef as a solution for the coastal
protection and states to be the pioneers and
leaders of  this technology. They are trying to
introduce coastal conservation and tourism
potential as package.

But their projects all over the world already
attracted many protests and allegations due to
its ineffectiveness and false claims. ASR’s claims
proved to be wrong in many places including
India’s Kovalam beach, Kerala. Based on a
query, an official in Ullal, Karnataka, where a
similar reef  is going to be constructed under
the ADB-assisted project, said the failure of
Kovalam project may be due to faulty
placement of reef.  It is very questionable that
the same consultants of ASR Ltd. for the
Mangalore project are the ones going to handle
the Kovalam project. What is the assurance
then that the same ASR Ltd consultants will
not commit the same mistake they did in the
Mangalore project?6

The TA report discussed some of the existing
failures of geo-textile bags located along the
shore. It said, “Some failures of shore-located
geo-textiles in India have been reported due to

8

inappropriate materials, designs and lack of
maintenance.” In West Bengal, poor design and
inadequately specified geo-textiles failed and
had to be removed. This experience has
damaged the reputation of geo-textiles within
shoreline management schemes. The report also
said coastal protection in India is in a transition
to softer solutions like artificial reef and this
requires a heavy investment in planning and
design to understand the processes and develop
the correct solutions.

It is clear from these statements that these
technologies are not yet developed as a proven
solution. The existing hard structure methods
like seawalls, once introduced as a sustainable
solution, have not only proved to fail in coastal
conservation but have also caused negative
environmental impact. In Goa, sand-filled geo-
textile bags are already proved as a failure. Sea
erosion in the geo-textile bag-protected area
was very strong and which destroyed many of
the properties there. The damaged caused by
and parts of geo-textile bags were all over the
beach.

Can the ADB and the Indian government give
an assurance to Indian tax payers that this
transition will not result in wastage of public
funds brought by false solutions?  As the project
involved huge public money, the Government
of India and ADB should not allow a
multinational company’s experiment.

The TA report and project propose many
business activities and private sector
involvement in the coast. The project document
says that a 15 % increase in business activities
in the coast is expected, mainly tourism related.
This development will again cause many

6 Source: http://www.deccanherald.com/content/110917/artificial-reefs-protect-coast.html
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construction and new infrastructure in the
coast. Past experiences from many coastal
tourism centers confirm that business
concentration in the coast destroyed the existing
natural protection and degraded the coastal
ecology instead of  strengthening it.

Initially the Artificial reefs came to Europe as
surfing reefs for tourism and recreation: to
create waves suitable for surfing. Suddenly,
however, these reefs transformed as a solution
for coastal erosion in the context of emerging
demands for coastal protection measures. In a
letter to one of the campaigners in Kerala, ASR
Ltd. public relations person pointed out that
“Coastal protection is a Trillion dollar industry
globally and billion dollar industry in India.’”
The intention of the company and interested
parties are nothing but to yield their profits from
this Trillion dollar industry.

Local community resistance – Goan
Panchayat resolution against the project
Due to the strong protest from fisher
community, the village Panchayat (Local Self
Government) of Colva, Goa passed a
resolution against the project. The Village
Panchayat convened a meeting to discuss this
project on 5 April 2010 at 4 p.m at Bompat
Chapel, 4th Ward, Colva. The representative
of the Superintending Engineer of Minor
Irrigation, Water Resources Department
presented the salient features of the project to
community. The community members opposed
the project and this issue was placed before
the Village Panchayat body meeting held on 5
April 2010.7

Coastal tourism and conservation - new
buddies
In the global tourism scenario, the importance of coastal
tourism is very important. The growth of  tourism in
coastal areas has reached its peak in recent decades.
Coastal recreation activities, which have been increasing
both in volume and in number during the last decade,
occupy a unique place in coastal tourism. Although
there is no reliable data on coastal tourism alone, it is
generally considered to be one of the fastest growing
forms of tourism in recent decades. UNWTO statistics
show that 12 of  the 15 world’s top destination
countries in 2000 were countries with coastlines.
Surveys shows that 63% of  European holidaymakers
prefer the coast as compared to 25% favouring
mountains, 25% prefer ring cities and 23% the
countryside. 8

A new equation of  tourism and coastal conservation
is becoming a trend especially in the background of
climate change and related threats. Coastal areas are
particular vulnerable to altered climate conditions. They
are especially sensitive to sea level rise, storm frequency
and intensity. All these changes can largely affect
tourists’ decisions on destination selection, and
eventually tourist flow in general. Unlike natural
disasters or terrorist attacks, [there] is not just a short-
term effect that could then be quickly forgotten. Rather,
climate change will permanently alter the attraction of
some holiday regions and force them to take steps to
adapt in the next decades.9

Tourism now is under huge debate due to its
contribution to both climate change and its
potential impact on the natural resources of an
area. Wider call for adaptation is increasing day
by day. Increasing physical protection of  coastal

9

7 Source: Letter of the Village Panchayat Colva to the Superintending Engineer of Minor irrigation,
Water resources Department, Junta House, Panjim, Goa. Letter No. VP / SVCG/ 45 dated 7/
04/2010

8 Source: UNEP
9 Source: Deutsche Bank  (2008), Climate change and tourism: Where will the journey lead? Energy

and Climate Change, Current Issues, 11 April
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tourism centres from rising sea levels and
extreme weather manifold in the recent past.
Industry and vested interest makes this as an
opportunity to further develop tourism and
related infrastructure proved to be obsolete
practices contributing to climate change and
increasing communities’ vulnerability.

Newspaper sources say that in addition to this
project, ADB would provide another $250
million channelled towards supporting the
Government’s efforts to develop the tourism
sector by upgrading infrastructure at tourist
destinations.10 The development of  other
tourism and related infrastructure development
and plans in this region is also worth to analyze.
On 24 June 2009, the Maharashtra government
has announced a Rs.5,000-crore (Rs.50 billion)
package to develop and modernize the
backward Konkan region.  The package
includes an ambitious plan to make the 471-
km Mumbai-Goa highway into a modern four-
lane carriageway and measures to complete the
state’s coastal highway. The projects are spread
over the next one to three years.  The state has
also allocated Rs.67 crore to construct various
tourist facilities. Since there is no airport in the
region, the state plans to construct aviation
facilities in Ratnagiri and Sindhudurg districts
with Public-private participation. It also plans
to develop scores of small fishing ports and
jetties to augment the waterways in the area.11

Karnataka government is also announcing
major new plans for opening up coastal
Karnataka for tourism development. The
Karnataka Tourism Department and the

Karnataka State Industrial Investment and
Development Corporation will promote a golf
course and aqua marine park at Tannirbhavi
beach in Mangalore at a cost of Rs 350-crore
on a PPP basis.12

A careful analysis of the sustainable Coastal
protection and Management programme
together with these proposals reveals that the
project is intended to augment these
developments rather than protecting the coast
and communities interests. The projects, to a
certain extent, immediately address the need
of  business rather than communities. The
project assumes that at the end of the
programme, a number of business
interventions at the beach will increase by 15
% and that will result a further 25 % increase
in tourism’s contribution to the state GDP.13 In
this context one can suspect that this project
has many other hidden agendas. This project is
biased towards private sector benefit and
insensitive to communities and their resources.

One of the main reasons of sea erosion is
uncontrolled anthropological interventions in
the coast. It is high time to bring regulations to
control these interventions to protect the
coastal ecology and interests of  coastal
communities, but this project is intended to
accelerate business interests and this will further
increase the sea erosion.

Tourism – An Inclusive development
Indisputably, tourism is one of  the world’s
biggest money spinners. Besides only receiving

10

10 http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/finance/adb-to-provide-74-billion-
assistance-to-india-for-2011-2013/articleshow/7396102.cms

11 Source: http://www.kokaniz.com/KokanNews3.pdf
12 Source : http://www.coastaltourism.in/blog/karnataka-develop-beach-tourism/
13 Source : Draft design and monitoring framework, ADB
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a drop from the wealth created by tourism, local
communities are the ones paying a high price
for its social and environmental impacts. Behind
the tourism’s impressive pretence of  creating
wealth for the poor, the majority of local
residents in destinations are suffering from
social erosion, appropriation of natural and
other resources, rising living costs, corruption,
sex, drugs and crime, as well as from
environmental degradation. Tourism has proven
unsuitable to deliver more equitable
development; rather it has contributed
significantly to the widening gap between the
rich and the poor among and within
communities, regions and nations.

Tourism also leads to unhealthy urbanization
processes, aggravates pollution problems and
exerts increasing pressure on resources on
which local communities depend for their
livelihood. Tourism can push out other
prevalent activities, and may result in change
in  skills and priorities of local people. The so-
called notion of  tourism’s ‘trickledown’ effect
and its ability to alleviate poverty is a myth.
Quantitative analysis reveals that education,
gender, and age are important determinants of
local communities’ stake in tourism. It is mostly
young people that are involved with low level
of education. It is notable that the locals, who
are engaged are neither especially accomplished
nor professionally trained in the tourism
business or alternative skills that they could
develop to further their career if this industry
declined locally.

Tourism is causing the destruction of  natural
protection in the coastal areas. A study on Goa
shows that none of the coastal areas possess
the rich sand dune flora characteristic of an

undisturbed beach. The status of dune
vegetation in tourism villages has been
deteriorating as compared to those in the
developing or non-tourist villages. Tourism-
related development is indeed taking a heavy
toll of the natural beach ecosystems by
destroying sandy spaces, diminishing dune
vegetation, and land reclamation. Alternate
erosion/ accretion phenomena are noticed all
along the shoreline.14

This project is intended to promoting tourism
and protecting the interests of business rather
than conserving the coast. Tax payers’ money
is used for protecting some vested interests and
making profit for a few. IFIs like the World Bank
and ADB have been instrumental in promoting
this kind of wrong development models and
financing the infrastructure for inequitable and
unsustainable tourism in the developing world.

Privatization of the beaches
The project report envisages that the shoreline
of the states holds major opportunities for
private sector development and PPP. According
to project documents, investors have shown
significant interest in the shoreline and beach
areas, and many investments are already
profiting from shore and coastal areas. The
investment program will bridge the gap between coastal
development requirements and opportunities and the
identification of effective areas for partnership, and
where appropriate, promote private sector involvement.
The private sector role could include (i) contribution
from beneficiaries for the maintenance of erosion
protection; (ii) commercial sponsorship of dune
management and other natural protection; and (iii)
direct investment opportunities for the private sector
and PPP in tourism, marinas, jetties, harbors,
dredging , water treatment, land reclamation,

14 Source : Coastal tourism, environment, and sustainable local development – TERI , 2002
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regeneration, and other areas. The states will take
steps toward encouraging private sector investments in
coastal protection and management, including putting
in place enabling policies and guidelines for private
sector participation in coastal protection and
management as feasible. The project also assumes
private sector investment in Coastal protection and
management up to 7 % of total coast.15

The proposal for private participation in
tourism, jetties, marinas, land reclamation and
dredging raises serious concerns. This clearly
exposes the hypocritical nature of institutions
like ADB. Most of  these activities cause sea
erosion and more developments in this spirit
will further increase the existing problems and
degrade coastal ecosystem. This clearly
illustrates the hidden agenda of the project to
use public money to protect business interests
in the coast. The developing world’s experience
with privatization of  resources and services has
been miserable and India is no exception. There
is increasing evidence to show that
privatization of  public services has led to the
exclusion of the poor and has had severe
implications on issues of  equity and access.

The project also raises many other
apprehensions. According to the TA
Consultants’ report, Shoreline Management
Organization (SMO) will be established at each
site to support the coordination and
management of the program during and after
its implementation with private participation.
The SMOs will be required to control the access
to and fishing directly from the offshore reefs.
We need to read this together with the provision
of private investments like tourism in the
coast. The creation of SMOs and transferring

the control of and access to beach indicates a
potential business control of beach and sea.
This is a hidden strategy for appropriating and
controlling communities’ resources. The
conflicts between coastal communities and
business (especially tourism) on the issues of
access to beach and resources are a serious
concern in many tourism areas. This provision
is threatening the rights of fisher folk to
livelihood and resources. This legitimizes the
ongoing privatization of the beaches and denies
access of fisher folk and coastal communities
to beach. This seems to be a new strategy to
displace fisher folk from the beach. This will
also create a conflict of power and functions
among existing traditional and non-traditional
governance system within the coastal areas.

The report is also talking about the need of
private ports and other infrastructure for
promoting beach tourism. It is very paradoxical
that a coastal conservation project talks about
big infrastructure projects like ports which is a
threat for coastal ecology and conservation.
A major thrust of  ADB’s India Country
Operations Business Plan (COBP) for 2011-
2013 will be to support infrastructure
development, particularly through PPP
programs. Supporting the Government’s efforts
to redress inter-state economic disparities is
also a key cornerstone of the India COBP
which is aligned to India’s 11th Five Year Plan
for 2007-2012 and ADB’s Long-Term Strategy
2020 for reducing poverty in the region.16

ADB is trying to push India government to
further liberalize its coastal regions for more
developmental projects which is detrimental to
coastal communities and ecology.  The myth is

15 Source: Report and Recommendations of the president to the board of directors , ADB , Project
number 40156, September 2010, Proposed Multitranche Financing facility India : Sustainable coastal
Protection and Management Investment Program

16 Source: (http://www.adb.org/documents/news/inrm/news-201101.asp?p=indnewso)
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that private sector would bring new resources
and investment, but a closer inspection to many
of the PPP projects reveals that the private
sector brought very little of  their own money.

More burden to Communities?
The history of PPP models in this country and
from other third world countries shows many
failures. The earlier PPP and privatized models
of ADB and other IFIs in many other sectors
caused serious mismanagement and extra coast
to communities, for example, water supply
projects in various parts of  the country.

The suggestion for private participation in
coastal conservation will cause user’s fee,
beneficiaries’ contribution, among others. The
project advocates a contribution from
beneficiaries for the maintenance of erosion
protection. This will be an extra burden to the
communities. This is another strategy of
making profit from people’s difficulties.
Experiences illustrates that PPPs are a bad way
to spend tax payers money. This model has
proven to be not only ineffective but also
disastrous, especially for the marginalized ones.

Environment and Other Impacts
According the project reports most of the
project activities are major geophysical
interventions in the coast. This may have
serious environment and other impacts to the
coastal ecosystem, fish resources and lives of
the coastal communities. The Technical
Assistance report assumes that the subproject
will have positive impacts on the environment
including the reversal of damage to the beaches
and coastal processes caused by previous
interventions. There may be some temporary
impacts during construction but these would
be quite minimal and of short duration. But a
previous experience of geo-textile bags gives
another picture. In Goa the damaged parts of

geo textile bags are spread all over the beach
and it may take years to dissolve. In Kovalam,
parts of the artificial reef (geo-textile bag) were
washed ashore and fishermen yielded it while
fishing in the shore.

There is no provision for proper Fisheries
Impact Assessment (FIA) and Social Impact
Assessment (SIA) within the project
framework. At the same time project talks
about increase in fisheries activity and suggests
new management and regulation framework for
the coast with private participation. Fisher folk
in Kovalam, where the reef already built, say
that they cannot fish in this particular area and
were only yielding parts of  the geo-textiles bag.

Community participation or token
participation?
The consultants organized few name sake
consultation processes in project areas but there
has been negligible involvement of local
communities. There is no proper community
participation in planning of this project.
According to local community members in
Ullal, Karnataka, the consultants showed a very
sophisticated PowerPoint presentation and
many of them could not understand the
content. The formulation and design of  the
project was done at the top level with highly
paid consultants. Traditional knowledge’s of
communities are completely ignored in these
processes. The technical expertise of  ADB has
no room for local knowledge and traditional
wisdom of  coastal conservation. This project
is completely developed by highly (over) paid
consultants and is often designed to promote
pre-determined policies. There are many
experiences that these highly paid ‘expertise’
has failed to yield positive results. These are
merely an exercise to push IFIs liberalized
policies and reform agenda.
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Tender processes
In accordance with ADB’s 2007 Procurement
Guidelines, International competitive bidding
(ICB) or Limited International Bidding (LIB)
will be followed for civil work contracts costing
$10 million or more. Civil works contracts
costing less than $10 million will be procured
through national competitive bidding (NCB)
procedures acceptable to ADB. Some contract
packages such as the construction of  offshore
reefs will be procured through ICB/LIB even
though their cost is less than $10 million since
there is limited experience or capability within
India for this type of  construction. This
provision is worth to analyze because the ASR
Limited who prepared the technical
consultancy report claims they are the pioneers
in artificial reef  construction (probably the only
one capable company). The tender provisions
they suggested by paved the way for ASR
Marine Consultancy Limited to get the
consultancy and contract of major component
of the project.

Conclusion
This project clearly reveals the hypocritical
nature of  IFIs like the ADB. On one side, they
are talking about climate change, adaption and
conservation, but at the same time, they are
promoting business activities which can
increase carbon emission and further sea
erosion. Coastal erosion is not just caused by
natural disasters and change in climate.
Anthropological interventions are one of  the
main reasons of the beach erosion. They are
simply facilitating more profits for private
companies and expensive consultants in the
name of a crisis like sea level rise brought about
by climate change. Expensive solution like
artificial reef is not yet proved as a sustainable
coastal protection measure, and in many places,
it demonstrated its failure. The government
should organize a systematic review of all
current and planned coastal engineering

interventions with civil society involvement.
Privatization of  coastal conservation is a
dangerous path that will increase inequality and
conflicts among coastal communities.
Suggestions for new coastal management
mechanisms and further policy reforms for new
coastal management mechanisms and control
of access to resources will further displace
communities from their livelihood. This project
is trying to corporatize the Indian coast by
bringing private ports, tourism and other
business activities in the name of coastal
conservation.

Many of  the conservation methods suggested
under this project are major geophysical
interventions in the coast and which needs
careful attention. Wastage of  public money for
private companies and expensive consultancies
in the account of Indian tax payers and the poor
cannot be justified.

The present investment-intensive ways of
coastal conservation need a complete change.
We need to question the fundamentals of
present day development and which may lead
to a complete paradigm shift in the way
development takes place. Past experiences
clearly show that highly expensive huge coastal
conservation structural measures are not
sustainable. We need sustainable solutions and
which need a process of a complete shift from
the current model of development.
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Annexure 1

Project locations and other details
The project implementation is planned in three
(3) phases: each phase forms a separate loan
tranche under the Multi-tranche Financing
Facility. The first loan tranche referred to as
Project 1 involves a full plan including the
detailed designs and tender documents for the
other four sub projects. The second and third
loan tranches are provisional with detailed
planning programmed during the project.

Project 1 – The first loan tranche
The first Periodic Financing Request for Project
1 is estimated to cost an equivalent of $76.60
million. This amount includes within it taxes
and duties amounting to $4.41 million. This
estimate proposes to cover the infrastructure
costs of four medium coastal protection and
management schemes which include the states
of Goa, Karnataka & Maharashtra, appraised
prior to the submission of the PFR. The project
also intends to cover non-structural measures
for coastal protection, training and support for
the introduction of new technologies, support
for local communities and consulting services.
An initial loan amount of $58.37 million has
been requested under the first PFR from ADB’s
ordinary capital resources to cover part of the
cost of Project 1. The ADB loan will have a
term of  25 years, including a grace period of
eight (8) years, with interest rate to be
determined according to ADB’s LIBOR-based
lending facility, a commitment charge of  0.15%
per annum, and such other terms and conditions
as agreed in the FFA, and the loan and project
agreements. No private sector investment is
proposed for Tranche 1; however O&M costs
are to be sourced from the beneficiary
stakeholders.

1. Mirya Bay Coastal Erosion and
Protection Project, Ratnagiri, Maharashtra.
The first sub project is the “Mirya Bay Coastal
Erosion and Protection Project”. Mirya Bay
which is located in Ratnagiri District of
Maharashtra State is situated between two
headlands. The site is complex and is subject
to diverse physical, biological, social and
cultural interactions. Here, the proposed
project would be implemented in two stages:
Stage 1: Planned Erosion Protection of the
Northern Part of  Mirya Bay (To be
implemented under Project 1 of the Loan)
includes:
(a) Constructing a small headland “Cup Reef ”
to trap sand at the northern end of  the Bay.
(b) Sand nourishment to return to the beach
all the available sand trapped within and
around the existing fishing port, particularly
including the sand in the reclamation area.
This stage of the project is designed to
provide the very necessary protection to the
northern part of the bay—presently the most
critical. It can be implemented as a standalone
project and is independent of the final plan
for the fishing harbour. Studies, according to
the ADB’s report, have identified the
importance of wave sheltering to support the
creation of  sand trapping zones. Based on this
theory, three interventions are proposed:
(i) Construction of  an offshore reef  to
the northern headland to replicate the sand
captures presently occurring in the fisheries
port at the south end of  the bay.
(ii) To provide 450,000 m³ of  beach
nourishment to the northern part of  the bay.
The sand for this beach nourishment will be
sourced from the deposited sand around the
harbour area.
(iii) Financial support for community
initiatives to improve income generation
through tourism, shore fisheries etc.
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The goal is to protect the houses in the northern
end of the Bay while providing sandy areas for
the cottage industry fishing fleet and general
use, such as deployment of fishing nets,
tourism, more effective beach usage, among
others. The reef  is anticipated to change the
northern corner of the bay into a sandy beach.
Including contingencies and inflation, the
interventions at Mirya Bay have a total cost of
$9.1 million (Rs 48.5 crore).

2. Coco Beach Restoration Project, Goa
The second sub-project is the “Coco Beach
Restoration Project.” Coco beach is a small
embayment located on the northern side of
Aguada Bay, across the water from the Goa
state capital city, Panaji. The beach is in a
relatively sheltered Augada Bay at the mouth
of the Mandovi Estuary and existed as an
important beach for the past few decades.
Several establishments, both permanent and
temporary, came into existence there to tap into
the increased inflow of tourists who come to
watch the panoramic landscape and vegetation.
The investigations here revealed that the wave
patterns have been substantially altered by
changes to the bathymetry off  Mama Point. The
waves are not rotating around the Point
sufficiently to hold the sand in place on Coco
Beach. As a result, slowly through time, Coco
beach’s sand volume has dropped. The
following solutions have thus been proposed
by the Project:
(i) Re-nourishment of the Bay with
150,000 m3 of sand to replace the lost volume
(ii) Construction of  an underwater
Geotextile Berm to hold the sand in place at
Coco Beach (400 m and 180 m, 2.1 m height
of Geotube, 3,600 m3 volume)
(iii) Construction of  a semi[-]submerged
Breakwater Reef  on Mama Point to block the

passage of waves that come into Coco Bay (96
m length, crest 2.5 m above LAT)
The total coast of the project, including
escalation and contingencies, is $2.5 million (Rs
1,330 lakh)

3. Colva Beach Management Project
The Colva Beach sub-project (Figure 10) in
southern Goa is a 6.5-km long section of the
straight and uniform long Salcete Beach which
stretches 25 km stretch from Velsao to Betul,
in the Salcet Taluka. It attracts quite a large
number of both domestic and international
tourists. The sub-project incorporates three
main tourist beaches — Utorda, Majorda and
Colva. The beach near Colva town is used for
mass tourism and attracts a large number of
day visitors. Utorda and Majorda have lower
levels of  (mainly international) visitors.

The estimated cost for the sub project, including
contingencies and escalation, is $4.3 million
(IND Rs.2,474 lakh)

4. Ullal Coastal Erosion and Inlet Improvement
Project
The sub-project site of the Mangalore channel
and Ullal beach encompasses a stretch of coast
on the southwest of Karnataka. Ullal entrance
and beaches are 10 km south of  Mangalore city.
A barrier spit system exists at the mouth of the
estuary of  the Gurupur and Netravati River
confluence. The 1.4-km Ullal spit is to the
south. Another spit exists at the north of the
estuary, the Bengare spit, which runs parallel
to the Gurupur River. The Ullal entrance is the
key shipping channel for old Mangalore Port,
which is heavily used by local fishing boats.
The estimated cost for the subproject, including
contingencies and escalation, is $39.7 million
(Rs 21,606 Lakh)

*   *   *   *  *
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